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The Astute Scholar

There once was a scholar who was Verb - Past Tense by everything! When their
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said "Track Me!" the schoalr would immediatly track for fear of missing out on some very
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information. One day in math class the teacher said, "Today, we are going to learn about something new, fun,

exciting, they are called POLYHEDRAS!" The particulary astute scholar was suddenly Verb - Past Tense ! "

What in the world is a polyhedra?," thought the scholar. "Oh well," thought the schoalr, "I will work hard and

pay attention because I know anything the teacher has to say is extreamly important!" Right in the middle of

saying the definition of a polyhedra, the teacher began to Verb - Base Form ! "OH NO!" Screamed the class!

Now, the astute scholar knew that getting frantic and calling out was not allowed, so they calmy said, "STOP,

VOICE OFF!" The schoalr walked toward the wheezing teacher and said, "Stop, you are okay. You have

allergies, drink this water and take a deep breath." The teacher stopped Verb - Present ends in ING and the

scholar Verb - Past Tense back to their desk. The other scholars in the class were amazed as they appaulded!

While the astute schoalr was helping the Verb - Present ends in ING teacher, the principal caught wind of the

news and raced upstairs. When they found out that the astute schaolr saved the teacher's life, they gave them an

accolade

/
/


for Verb - Present ends in ING the Verb - Present ends in ING teacher. The scholar did not want to

Verb - Base Form the class with their heroism anymore and said, "Teacher, please continue on with the

definition of a polyhedra!" For the remainder of the day, the schoalr recieved a Adjective of compliments

from other teachers for their heroic acts!
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